Phase 2: Belknap FAA Noise Mitigation FAA: Ernst Hall and Baptist Center Completed and Final Walkthrough is on 05/24. Interfaith Center started on 05/03 and expected completion on 05/28

New Residence Hall 1: Upper roof complete; lower roofs still to be done pending final brick work; Site improvements are under way; fence about to be removed within the next couple of weeks; Cultural Center - preparations for move into building Honors - preparations for move

Denny Crum Hall: Demolition pretty much complete. Site excavation about one week away from getting started; Fence will be going up next week;

New Residence Hall 2: Excavation and Foundation preparation in full motion; Messer is on schedule;

Chemistry Bldg Roof Replacement: Phase 1 completed. Phase 2 is 90% completed, the vendor is working on the metal flashing. Final inspection for Phase 1 & 2 scheduled on 05/25.

Thrust Theater parking lot getting milled and resurfaced this summer

Improvement project work to Floyd Street garage planned for this summer


Discussed updates from Sajid Mian on S&F submissions:

- Pothole crosswalk by CEHD to Manual H.S. - 3/19 – PP submitted 311 request #RS-STRT-21-038898 to The City to repair the pothole. 4/14 – Our request was denied by The City Engineer saying “it would be a U of L Maintenance responsibility since it was installed as part of a larger U of L streetscape project”. 4/14 – PP submitted a cost estimate request #E21-200 to Rick Martin to provide a cost estimate for an outside vendor to repair the pothole. Evidently there is a precedence for this course of action as Rick had to employ an outside contractor to repair 3rd street in front of Oval in the past. (in progress – Rick is currently out COVID19).

- Sidewalk water ponding by Natural Sciences and Grawemeyer - 3/19 – Cost estimate request #E21-179 submitted to Rick Martin to remove, elevate, and re-pour the sidewalks. 4/14 – Cost estimate is still in-process. Another alternative solution is being investigated that may be of a lower overall cost and will drain the ponding water better than simply raising the sidewalk level. This alternative solution would be somewhat similar to what was installed outside Gardiner Hall in 2015. A storm water leaching tank was installed in the ground to correct flooding inside the building during heavy rains. This tank was tied to downspouts from the building. A somewhat similar leaching tank system could be installed near the current water ponding area between Natural Sciences and Grawemeyer. It may be possible to tie this tank to lawn drains in the area instead of to downspouts from the 4 buildings surrounding the area. The lawn drains are 35 years old, possibly clogged by debris/roots, and do not empty into a sewer (nor are they allowed to anymore today by MSD regulations). The extent of the sidewalk flooding will be measured by PP during the next heavy rain to understand the scope required for a possible storm water leaching tank installation project and cost estimate.

- Remove torn and faded banners from sign posts across the Belknap Campus. - Banners were removed by PP in 3 phases as specified by UPDC. Banners were removed along Eastern Parkway, Brook St., and Floyd Streets. Replacement banners have not been specified as of yet. 3rd of 3 Maximo work orders were completed on 4/8.

Discussed the updates from last construction ULPD meeting

- Residence Hall 1 site work starting to be cleaned up and brick work started.
o Residence Hall 2 demolition work being completed and almost done
o FAA Noise mitigation projects update

- Committee discussed observations around campus. Some of the staff are still working remotely and have not been on campus to observe safety or improvement items to submit.
- Committee discussed the news of planned additional warning lights in stalled by city of Louisville for railroad overpass for 3rd and eastern parkway.
- Committee discussed that the university will engage in summer planning meetings for facilities operators across campus to ensure consistency in Fall facilities Covid plans/protocols.
- Question asked about getting trash and litter outside the old strip mall with Gray’s bookstore property cleaned up.
- Encouraged everyone to keep eyes out as we all return to campus for things that S&F need to try to address for repair or improvement.

All meetings will have an option of utilizing Teams and all meetings will be recording to be able to send out to those that couldn’t attend.

**Staff Senate Services & Facilities Committee Questions fielded from constituents and answers provided from Mark Watkins:**

- One question just submitted on 5/11.